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Companion animal surveillance: UK

Companion animal veterinary industry largely composed of 
independent practices and diagnostic laboratories

Many Practice and Laboratory Information Management Systems

Previously limited surveillance to small groups of veterinary practices

Recent advances are changing this
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237886 / canine
/ westie/ CH / 
faeces / 
parvovirus PCR / 
positive

Owner postcode, Canine, 
Labrodor, Male, Neutered, 
DOB 01/10/2002, 
Diarrhoea  last night and V 
o/n  Temp 38.90 degC. 
exam bright colour good 
hydration fine  abd palp 
nad relaxed non-rense
rectal exam soft cowpat 
like stool no blood  tmt as 
g/e adv strict bland diet 
38h. Treatment Inject 1.50 
mls Cerenia Injectable. Pro-
Kolin 30ml Syringe VH 4 
units twice daily for 1-3 
days while stools are loose

mapped & made 
“research ready” in real 
time

Diagnostic laboratories 

Veterinary practices  

Outbreak monitoring
Autocthonous
Babesia in Essex 

Quarterly reports in Vet Record
National Surveillance

SAVSNET



Antibiotic monitoring

216 veterinary practices

457 veterinary sites

Surveillance period:

01/04/2014 – 31/03/2016

918,333 canine EHRs: (413,870 dogs)

352,730 feline EHRs: (200,541 cats)

>1.7M prescription events

The Veterinary Journal, 224 (2017): 18-24
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tvjl.2017.03.010



Findings in a nutshell

Premises which prescribe antibiotics commonly 
to dogs also prescribe commonly to cats

Evidence of significant decreasing
trend in antibiotic prescription

Highest priority critically important antibiotics



Wider context

Antibiotics are the third most commonly prescribed 
pharmaceutical family

Antibiotics often prescribed at the same time 
(‘co-prescribed’) as anti-inflammatories

- Implications for efficacy assessment

Antibiotic prescription less diverse in rabbits than cats or 
dogs
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Paper under review



From big data to bigger data
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Why?

Why?

Decision to prescribe antibiotics NOT based on probability of antibiotic-
responsive disease alone

Need to explore 
multiple data sources



Presented for investigation of unwell clinical signs (~280,000 canine, ~110,000 feline EHRs)

Respiratory clinical signs = greatest systemic antibiotic prescription odds

Vaccinated and insured animals at 
reduced systemic antibiotic
prescription odds

Breed-based odds variation in dogs

Sex-based odds variation in cats

Animal and owner-level associations



Practice-level associations

173 practices in England, Scotland and Wales: All animals regardless of reason for presentation
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Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS) accredited practices

RCVS ‘Advanced Veterinary Practitioner’ (AVP) employing practices

Practices with a greater proportion of vaccinated; insured, or microchipped animals

Practices with a greater proportion of unhealthy consultations



Benchmark antibiotics

Are there effective interventions for encouraging responsible use?

What about non-SAVSNET practices?



mySavsnet AMR

liverpool.ac.uk/savsnet/my-savsnet-amr



Implications for stewardship

Assumption: Providing ability to self-reflect on prescribing 
practices can stimulate a drive towards effective antibiotic 
stewardship

Benchmarking beyond antibiotic prescription is 

necessary – intelligent stewardship

The future: AMR surveillance and benchmarking
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